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                                        	Asia Pacific
	Europe
	Middle East and Africa
	North America
	South America


Asia Pacific	Australia	Sydney


	China	Baishan (2023)
	Beijing (2023)
	Foshan
	Shanghai
	Shenyang (2023)


	Indonesia	Jakarta



	Japan	Osaka


	Philippines	Clark (2023)


	Singapore	Singapore



	Thailand	Bangkok




Europe	Bosnia & Herzegovina	Sarajevo


	Estonia	Tallinn


	Georgia	Tbilisi



	Israel	Bat Yam - Tel Aviv (2023)


	Kazakhstan	Almaty
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	Sochi


	Switzerland	Bern
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	Izmir




Middle East and Africa	Egypt	Sharm El Sheikh (2023)


	Qatar	Doha (2024)
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	Swissôtel Al Maqam Makkah
	Swissôtel Makkah



	United Arab Emirates	Swissôtel Al Ghurair Dubai 
	Swissôtel Al Murooj Dubai
	Swissôtel Living Al Ghurair Dubai




North America	United States	Chicago




South America	Bolivia	Santa Cruz (2023)


	Ecuador	Quito


	Peru	Lima
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                                                                As health and wellbeing go hand in hand, we invite you to discover something truly Swiss: Vitality.
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                                                                Let’s share a warm smile and a genuine welcome. The best of Swiss values are in each of us.
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                            Meetings & Events

                    

                    
                        
                            Contact our Sales Team
                        

                    
                    

                

            

        

        
        
            

                 Our Philosophy


             
            

            
                
                    Welcome to Swissotel, where the spirit of Vitality makes every meeting memorable. Increase both your productivity and your creativity with our intuitive and customised event planning expertise. Our fantastic city centre locations, easy-to-use technology, reliable service, and great cuisine combine to create a place where meetings are synonymous with inspiration.
                

            

        

        
            

                 WHAT MAKES   SWISSOTEL DIFFERENT?

             
            

            
                
                    Our recipe for success? Vibrantly central locations, combined with modern technology, reliable service, and great cuisine. Together, these elements create a place where meetings become synonymous with inspiration.
Then there’s the design of the meeting room, featuring spaces that maximise creativity, focus, and efficiency. We choose equipment, furniture design, materials and colours with this in mind. Not only do we have an incredible choice of meeting spaces in all shapes and sizes, but each one offers a variety of different set-ups.
From Internet connection to audio-visual equipment, our technology is best-in-class, ensuring that all of your needs will be met — offering you the freedom to focus on whatever you want. We offer the best solutions for you — whether through our external equipment providers or by enabling you to use your own equipment.
Vitality, a philosophy and programme that stimulates both physical and mental fitness and believes health and happiness go hand in hand, is a spirit that makes any meeting great. Our philosophy “live it well” translates directly into our meetings and events programme through Vitality, whether it is in our tasty Vitality dishes or in the Vitality activities that we offer meeting and group guests. Our Vitality Meeting breaks include energy-boosting ingredients so you remain productive and focused throughout the day.
When our in-house meeting concierge smiles, you’ll smile back: our Vitality philosophy is reflected in our service and team member attitude. We offer not just reliability, efficiency, and intuition, but also a warm and genuine welcome. This is an essential part of being Swiss. Our meeting and event planners are not just highly organised, they are also your partner throughout all stages of planning — providing everything from inspiring ideas to flawless event delivery.
We offer a wide selection of catering options — from the best of local cuisine to world-class fine dining, from intimate private dinners to exciting gala functions, both in our hotels and at exclusive destinations outside of our properties.
Finally, we believe in providing all guests with something authentically Swiss: peace of mind. This means we offer not only meeting rooms, but space for inspiration. So go ahead, plan your next meeting at Swissotel and you’ll live it well in a big way.
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                                            Request a quote for your next event.
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                                            Locally sourced ingredients & energy-saving measures.
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                                            It’s more than a meeting. It’s a philosophy that inspires.
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                        The best trip is the one we haven't taken yet...

Find it on Accor ALL App on Apple store and Google Play:
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